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,,TO EXPLORE THOROUGHLY THE SCRIPTURES AND

Why resurrect a martYr, as we do

THEIR MEANING . . . TO UNDERSTAND AS FULLY
AS POSSIBLE THE WORLD IN WHICH THE CHURCH
LIVES AND HAS HER MISSION. ' ' TO PROVIDE A
VEHICLE FOR COMMUNICATING THE MEANING OF

with Vic Hunter's and
Philtip Johnso¡¿'s interview with Dietrich Bonhoeffer's biographer, Eberhard Bethge? Because Bonhoeffer's
challenge to too-easy Christianity
needs to be allowed to work its own

in this

issue

GOD'S WORD TO OUR CONTEMPORARY WORLD."
_EDITORIAL POLICY STATEMENT, JULY, 1967

resurrection frequently. I lhink this is
especially true as it becomes increasingly acceptable to be known as an

"evangelical Christian'" Our President's commitment, while admirable,
heightens in some ways the churchstate questions which Bonhoeffer's
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story raises.
Also, Bonhoeffer's book The Cost
of Discípleshþ is among the ten most

important books among our
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college

students, according to the current issue
of the Campus Journal.Yet, few of us
rcalize a point made deep into the in-

is that it

has no

doubt been read by more young "lay"
persons than by our "ministers"which just might help us define "minister" more biblically. But for pulpit
and pew, Bonhoeffer's insistence that
the call of Christ is a call "to come and
die" is a word we need to hear in an
age too-soon forgetting the Confessing
Church's struggle in Nazi Germany.
I have heard it said that Bonhoeffer
would never have become so imPortant had he not been martyred-which
is a little like saying Henry Ford would
not have been considered so great an
industrialist had he not made the
Model T. Of course Bonhoeffer's will'
ingness to put his life on the line has

immortalized him; but he was also
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But the greatest abuse of Bonhoeffer in our time has been by the "secular theologians." Don't miss the second
installment of the Bethge interview
next month, whetr the rnis-handling of
the idea of "religion-less Christianity"
will be discussed.
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An interrriew with Eberhard Bethge
By Victor L. l-lunter and Phillip Johnson
EBERHARD BETHGE

EDITOR'S NOTE-llletrich Bonhoeffer was executed April g, 1g45, for conspiríng against the life ctf Adolf I'Iitler. During his Ìmprisonment he was befriended by Eberhard Bethge, a fellow-nzinister whom Bonhoeffer had met
at .ltitzlzenutald, the und,ergrotuzd serninary ol' the confessing church in
Germany. Dr. Ilethge receiued most of Bonhoeffer's Letters and papers
from Prison, and hnew the author o/ 'rhe cost of Discipleship more intimately than ntost. His lil'elong labor of loue followíng Bonhoeffer's death
resulted in the massiue Dietrich lJonhoeffer: Man of vision, Man of conrage.
The following conuersation between Bethge and, representing Mission, f/unter and Jrslznson, is adapted for our readers.

lrornte.r Mission edilr¡r Vic Ilunler is preacltirt¿1

ntinister at tlte Liberly Street Church of Christ,
'L\'enlon" Netu Jersey, artd teachÌttg minlster
at Princelon Theological Se¡ninary. I>hillip
Johnsr¡n is a third-year student al |he sentinary.
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Mission: Dr. I3ethge, in your most recent booh
Vou said that Bonhoeffer found l-iimself trving to
escape the academy (and pr-rreìy intellectual ¡rursuits-lld.) for the cl-rurch. So often today we find
talentecl people wanting to escape the church and
into thc acadcrny.
Ilethge: Of course, Bonhoeffer was a great admireu
of the intellectual tradition, and he did not allow
one to talh slightly about great theoìogians of the
past. But it is very characteristic that he wanted
the concrete preserlce of Christ experienced in caring for people, in taking over responsibility for
others in the present life. But ire ended up in a
sitr"ration in rvhich tire church cottld not teach hirn
--conspiracy. The chr-rrch had never taught couspiracy. And of course by Ìris acute Christology he
was always trying to correct oi: criticize his own
gt'L

)7

church, But he loved the church he criticized.
Mission: From yottr intimacy with Bonhoeffer,
wolrld yor.r tl'rink back for a moment to reflect on
the meaning of Christian friendship?

Bethge: You touch a point upon which I have

al-

ways hesitated to reflect. It is a dangerous thing
to be too autobiographical. And this has to be a
sort of autobiographical kind of thing. How can
I be a researcher about something so intimate?
Well
I came from a rural village background. I had
studied in several cities, even in Berlin, but I had
never met personally a Jew, neither through my
family nor among my friends. I might have been
anti-Semitic, too. But it was just not a burning
question for me, not concrete experience.
In entering the seminary in 1935 (at Finkenwald)
where I became friends with Dietrich-a friendship
which was to last ten years, and then of course I
married his niece-that was in a way my "urbaniz,ation." I met this man with his student group
from Berlin who long since had known personally
the few Christian pastors of Jewish descent. The
brother-in-law of Dietrich was Jewish. So they had
begun to deal with the question, not only on a doctrinal level, but as a question of experience in how
to react.
And this must have beeu a great change-first unconsciotts and later more consciotts-in me. It may
have been just that kind of indifferent innocence in
me that was so attractive for Dietrich-to reflect
and mirror himself in such a one. And that may
explain, too, ottr relationship in his experiments in

abottt why Christian community was so important
to Dietrich Bonhoeffer.
Bethge: In tìre first place, it is relatively easy to
show Dietrich's theological concern for this. LIis
very first book (Sanctorum Communio, 1930-Ed.)
is about the social element of Christianity in basically doctrinal terms. If these basic doctrines
were not an expression of relational existence, then
it did not mean anything to him. This was of
course part of his education through his family
background. If you ask my wife (Bonhoeffer's
niece), she would sav there is nothing new in this'
It was part of his family life.
For us at Finkenwald this stress on commttnal
life together was such a treat because all around
the Lutheran Church we had not had that. We
had developed in Germany in the Lutheran tradition the deaconess orders. But never was it dared
to ask men to come in. The very gteat esteem in
my church given to the ministry of the word of
God had, perhaps in a misunderstood way, glorified the man-the one man in the middle of the
village, the pasl,or. It was a parochial, one-man
structure. The pa.stor was the church.
Of course, in the Nazi period, this was a great
strength for the Nazis. Thev never attacked the
one-man parochial system, because it was good for
them. Who would give that up? One was secure
in that position by a long tradition. The pastor
could shout at the people, make caricatures of
them. So we were not able to witness to the
truth because it would mean giving up that privileged place.

Bonhoeffer was verv much a\¡/are that this
parochial, one-man system with its privileges was

The l\lazis never attacked the one-man parochial system,
because it was good for them. The pastor could shout at the
people, make caricatures of them. So we were not able to witness
to the truth because it would mean giving up that privileged place.

life together, in piety, in confession of sin. I

was

certainly not the onlv one to whom he had tttrned,
before Finkenwald, which started in 1935.
His rlrive uot to deceive himself in confessing to
hirnself his sin and forgiving them himself led hirn
to avoid practicing confession with someoue of the
same intellectual makeup who cottld understand
him qnrte well. That is exactly whal he clid not
walrt. He wanted a real counterpart. And maybe
mv being so simple or whatever was the reason for
our closeness. And that developed into a kind of
friendship where apparently he liked to always be
counl,er-reacting together.

Mission: Tell us somethiug more about !'inkeuwalcl and the Hottse of the Brethreu there, attd

the temptation for r-ls in Hitler's time during the
church struggle. So he was attempting to renew
the ministry so this would uot be the temptation.
Mission: In other words, tl-re ternptation of the
privilege of that office?
Bethge: Exactlv. So Bor-rhoeffer envisioned con,munitv where several people together bear wituess
to the gospel aud strengthen each other. So besides the very uotiotr that the basic Christian faith
can only be understood in a relational cotltext was
the belief that the ttroclamation of the gospel
cottld be now more effectively done ottt of the
context of a new society. This privileged, onernan system lras been the grottucis for tire figiri iu
the church for the last thirtv years of mv life.
AUGUST, 1977

So Finkenwald was a l<ind of strange affair for
with the daily worship, with these long readings
ancl long pravers and the periods of silent meditation which were so hard for us at first. And then
there was the confession of sins in which we had to
act as confessors-which was really a shoching
first moment. But then it was the breakthrough,
I think.
r-rs,

Mission: What was it about Bonhoeffer that enabled him to see thitrgs so clearly? For example,
after his year in the U. S. in 1930 at Union Seminary and his friendship with a young Negro,
Frank Fisher-what enabled him to grasp so
readily the plight of the American black? And in
the early '30s during the rise of National Socialism
in Germany, what enabled him to perceive so
clearly the issues which the gospel has to confront
in the face of what Reinhold Niebuhr called "the
ambiguity of reality"?

first sign of the anti-Jewish legislation on April

7,

he saw what this would mean. And then there was
his Jewish brother-in-law, the husband of his twin
sister. So while Dietrich was not unique in his per-

ception of the threat among his own family, he
occupied a special position among his co-pastors,
many of whom did not envision the consequences
of the Nazi legislation. And in this he was in conflict with some of his fellow theologians.
Mission: When I think of my dearest friend, there
are certain things that immediately come to mind.
What are some of those things that are really dearest to you in your memory of life and ministry together with Dietrich Bonhoeffer?

Bethge: I could say a lot of things. He

has

changed my preaching. He has deepened my inner
certainty that the gospel is irreplaceable for me.

All these things I could say.
But let me talk about another side. He was such

lf the gospel is not at least the

basis for sensitivity against
the indolence and self-preserving instincts of man, then ¡t
is nothing. ln the gospel we are called by God to be
responsible for the weak and the oppressed.

I needed a time to understand that too,
have come to see what a great role his family

Bethge:
and

I

life played in that-the kind of education he received there. When Bonhoeffer was a child, the

worst word which could be said of someone was
"indolence." Indolence--being not sensitive to the
wishes and needs and sorrows and sufferings of
others. That was what all the education 'ffas about
in the early life of the children. That's one point.
So, for instance, when the eldest brother-who
had survived the first vr/orld war and later became a
renowned physicist-when he returned from the
war almost socialistic, and agnostic if not atheistic,
it was a result of his $eat disappointment in the
injustices around him.

I think Dietrich, having shared the same upbringing and being this wav himself, when he decided to become a messenger to the gospel, he
thought, "If the gospel is not at least the basis for
all that kind of sensitivity against that indolence
and self-preserving instincts of man, then it is nothing." So from the beginning he saw in the gospel
and in the passages in the OId Testament that we
are called by God to be responsible for the weak
and oppressed.
Second, when the Nazi movement began in 1933,

Bonhoeffer had a living example of its consequences in his closest friend, Frans Fliidebrandt,,
who was of Jewish descent. And so at the very
AUGUST, 1977

an enjoyable companion! The world became more
colorful; it became wider in meeting Dietrich. He
had that great kultur (culture)-reading books and
talking about books, going to the cinema and talking about it afterwards, going to a restaurant to eat
foreigrr foods so as to try to understand other cul-

tures. AII this

I learned from him. And he was

such a sports player. I like to play table tennis and
other sports and he was quite an adversary in that.

And he enjoyed that tremendously. We would
eveir fight over these things. And there was the
music and concerts we visited together.

Dietrich was unjust to people because he had
such great powers of concentration. He could
work for several hours in the day, and he was done.
In the evenings he would play. We would play
bridge or chess, and then we would play chamber
music, and after that we would listen to the broadcasts. And this went on even in the war. As long
as we were free, we led a privileged life, in spite
of all that we were involved in. The multidimensionality of Dietrich is what I remember. We
remained close friends because it was so rich. And
look what he made of his prison life.

Mission: When was the last time you saw Dietrich,
and did you have a real sense of the game being up?
Bethge: No. The last time I saw him face to face
was in June, 1944. I had traveled to Berlin to baptize my little boy and to give him the name of his

urìcle Dietrich. I had several opportr,rnities to visit,
because in the sur-nnler of 7944 he was t"rot yet iu a
Gestapo prisou, br.rt still ir-r a military prison.
There we knew exactly who the guard wottld be
and who wonld be the comrnander in charge. It
was arranged so that when a certain guard was in
charge Dietrich would send me a message and I
would hurry and come.
I came, the guard put me into a cell, locked me
up, opened up again, and Dietrich walked in. We
were alone together for one hour without being interrupted. We had long exchanges. I tried to tell
him what the state of affairs was outside, as far as

Now in mv opinion the first chapters of Cost
slteak exactly to our time today-as strongly as it
did forty years ago.
The second point is that Dietrich suffered as a
Reformed theologian under the static separation of
the "two realms" (church and state). The one had
nothing to do with the other. This made it possi
ble, even in tìre Confessing Church, for us to remain a "pure" church body and to take no responsibility in the world of human beings in society in
Nazi Germany. Tl"rat fatal, static separation he
wanted to overcome. And much of The Cost of
Discipleship is the attempt to overcome that splitthough he says it even more clearlv in the Ethícs.
I knew.
And Dietrich would not show any depression. Discipleship is here in this world.
And how could I show any to him, though I could
(Continued next month)
not bear to be away from Berlin, having just
married and with things so uncertain? That was
the last time I saw him.
Mission: As you know, for many Americans and

many of our Mission readers, Dietrich Bonhoeffer
has been known almost exclusively through The
Cost of Discipleship and through the circumstances of his death. Help us set that work in
perspective of his whole life and work as a pastor
and theologian-because that is not all of Dietrich
Bonhoeffer.
Bethge: No, that is not all. But I still think it is
very central. Let me try to explain it in two directions. First of all, just after the period in Dietrich's
life which I have called in my biography "The
Theologian Becomes a Christian," he wrote a letter
in which he said he was interested in nothing more
than the renewal of the ministry. Now this could
take many directions. And there has been in Germany a school of thought which focuses on the
renewal of the "office" of ministry, attempting to
raise the dignity of the office of ministry itself.
This tends to pay attention to forms and liturgy.
Dietrich didn't think much about such things. He
thought that the office to proclaim the grace of
God has been distorted by the very use of gracebv that cheap way of dispensing it. So The Cost of
Discipleship is the book about the renewal of ministry through discipleship.
Most of the great reformed theologians started
us with Paul's letter to the Romaus. Martin Luther
did so, Karl Barth did so. Now Dietrich's career as
a well-known theologian starts with the Sermon on
the Mount. That is very characteristic. And it was,
of course, frightening at first to Protestant theologians because there was the old fight about works
and grace and a fear of emphasizing sanctification
over justification. Dietrich knew this. He was a
good reformed theologian. And, as such, he
¡umped on that theme, thinking, "This is the crr"rcial point."
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Thæ Missümn Õf thæ ühunmh:

Salvmticn Õr MTinåstry?
By STEVEN SPIDEI_i_
Sleuen Spidell has jusl cotnpleted his chaplain inlentship al
SI. Joseph's Ilospital in HoLtsLon. I'Ie is ø fornter preaching minisler at Lhe llering Driue Church of Christ lhere.

Contemporary churches struggle,

in t,lie quagmire of an identitv crisis. 'lhe tensions and divisions arnorlg us are
perl-raps as never bel'ore,

painfr"rl evidence

of our

dilemma.

Withoul being too simplistic, two
broad perspectives have surfaced
which now claim the allegiance ol
ranh and file church members. In
general, one side r-rnderstancìs the
mission of the church to be "salvation." 'lhe other caurp rnaintains that
our mission is, rather, "ministry."
WhaL the church at large makes of this

problem

will, no doubt,

shape her

future for years to corne.

Let's be morc specific. For laclc
of a better term, the "conservatives"
among us claim that the mission of
the church is saìvation. This i"rsually
rneans that the focus of the church's
life and worl< is on "preaching the
gospel." Wi{.h this view, people are
to be confronted with the fact that
they have straved away from tlie (ìod
who created them, 1;haL thev have
disobeyed his will f rir man, that, thev
are rìow lost in t,heir sir-rs ¿urd uuder
the tl.rreat <if etelnal darnnation if
they do not t;ui'li from sin aud livc

a life of faithl'ulness and obeclicuce
to God's larv. 'l'he stvle and oricnl,atioli clll this per spectivc is
evangelistic, in i1.s hard-hitting detr:rtnination

1.o save souls tvho are los1,.

Otr the otlier l'ront,

somet.ìrnes

calìed "liberal," t,he urission

of

the

church is unde rsLood to bc "ministry." '1'¡'r,, focus here tr:nrls to be no{,
so rnuch evangelism as the nuLtutr:
¿iud care for the souls ol'(lhristians

in

dav-t<¡-dav living. l\tkrmbers o1' f.his

glonp tend Lo bi: r:onccrnccì for
AUGUS-ì-, 1977

thct

of human existence, for despair and pain, for povertv and
struggles

injustice, and suff'ering of every l<ind.

'I'he presumption is, usually, that we
are all already God's children. Whaù
we ueed to be doing is lcaming how
to care f<¡r atrd love one another in
order to share God's love and rnercy.

'lhese two approaches are, of
course) ovcrdrawn and rarely so purely

in actual practice. Ilut
I thinl< you mav agrce thal, at least
in general, such are the basic viewdemonstrated

points now vying I'or the power: to

through my own identity crisis as
to what it means to be a rninister.
T'he question yet remains for me
and, I believe, for the church as a
whole to be straightforwardly addressed. It seems to me tìrat some sort
of integration is the key to closing the
gap, Ai least, I am willing to believe
that such a path is preferable to a
continuation of the division, and even
bitterness, now among us. Iror too
long we have harangued each other.
T'he liberals shout at the conservatives,
"All yon care about is getting people

control the worl< of the churcli todav.

baptized; yon don't do anvthing to
really heal people who are sufferir.rg."

Irrom a personal ¡roint ol'view,
I am well arvare of thcsc two ap,
proaches in my owìr life. In rry

'l'he consen'atir¡es respond by saying,
"Well, you liberals, with all vour talk
abouL love and justice forget to say
anvthing about Jesus and him cmci-

Íraining lor

the

"profcssional"

ministry, I liave felt torn betrveen
these two ways o1' being a "minist,cr."
On the one hand, I understand that,
I arn obliged to r:all men and womer.r
to turn from lir¡os livercl a¡ralt fronr
God to lives <¡f laithlul <¡bediencer to
God's revealccl will. At t,he saurt:
time. I have sharecì soÌre ol t,he
pain and sullflet'iug rvliich seet.n lo btt
so urucl't a ¡rart ofi daihr l¡vitt*, intu
which struggles the rvold of love aucl
forgivencss and gr:ace need dcspc'rately

to be spol<en.

In ury rvorh as a chaplairt iulcrn.
I arl constautìy cor.rfrontccl rvith [litl
issLrr¡ ofl rvhat it is that I, as a cha¡tlain,
as a ministcr, an1 supposed to be
aboLrf,. l)o I preach t,ht: g;ospel
"a los[ and clving rvorld," ol do I
1,r-r

holcì thc hand oll thc sullcring ancl
rcrrilid t;hcnr of'(ìod's t¡t,t¡rual lor¡e

and gracc'l As the church at

largc:

cl rrr,¡,rl¡'. ruil lr i lr¡' ryri rrr¡' r.¡f ilç tlriqçirrtl

in thc

rvorlrì, so

do I also

stt'Ltggìtt

lied. You've t,hrown the baby out with
thc bath w¿iler." And so the argument
rages.

I

am wondering

if it

r"night

not

be

possiÌrÌe, ¡rcrha¡rs hcre in the pages of
ÌÍission or sorrìo other folurn, for us
to talk lo cacli other about how,
theologicallv and ¡rracticallv, the

church mav bring together the two

concems wt) have raised here: Is il
to be salvalion r¡r ministrv'l Or', is
thr:re a u,a\¡ that l.he rnission ofì the
church somehorv could tlnconlpass
botli, noL in a pir:cemcal, disiointed
llashion, but, ral.hr,:l'in a r.vhoìisti¡:,
biÌ:lical approach'Ì Pcrhaps the time
has cornc lo re alllr shale our insighl,s,
and not just shoLrt, at, t¡ach othor.
Pcrha¡rs lho finre has comc to "reason
t,ogcl,her," rvil,h an eye torvard. aI
last, int,egral;ing our conr:r¡rns int,o
¿r

more c<¡herent framervorl<.
\\/lrr¡l rì¡' rr¿'¡r llrirrl¡')

l'u¿' inci:rlr,,ni

nrn out of llxcedrin.
a1

Ten years ago the film critic Judith Crist wrote:

'I)ir{!r'
Dfiovíes and
tfr.e lIneaslr
Conseíe¡ttc,e

Obviously, and to the horror ôf the Puritans and
Neanderthals among us, we're in a no-holdsbarred era as far as the content of film is concerned. Inveterate moviegoers...are hard-pressed
to think of any human aberration, let alone
practice, that has not been put on film (The
Priuate Eye, the Cowboy and the Very Nahed
Girl, p.267).
And for almost ten years Christians who enjoy the
movies have agonized over seeing some of the features coming to town labeled GP, R, or X.* That
there is a problem of guilt is clear from the defensive phrases Christians use to preface their discussions of restricted films: "I didn't like all the
blood, but . . ." "The language was a bit rough, but
. . ." "There \¡/as some nudity, but ." And
Mission's July issue carried a "Forum" letter objecting to movie reviewer Allan McNicol's recommendation of the film Seuen Beøuties, because of
its depiction of evil (p. 21).
What are the basic problems raised for Christians
by restricted movies? And is there any reason to

believe that much

of the agony and guilt is

misplaced?

By RONALD REED

Dr. Ron Reed is øssociate professor
of English at Lubbocl¿ Chrístian College,
where he teaches ø course on
"Literature and the Film."

We should explain first that the word "guilt" is
used in the traditional sense here; it is a burden
one carries as a result of sin, whether the sin is real
or imaginary. Second, no defense is offered for
X-rated films or even for movies like The Exorcist
or Shampoo whose primary purpose is to shock.
Neither can anything good be said for exploitation
flicks that take neither artistic nor thematic risks
but rely only on proven box office materials: violence, sex, and sadism. Their titles are legion and
their purpose is to make money fast.
Instead, this article concerns the problem of
guilt that arises from viewing even important films
of social commentary like Networh, or clever and
entertaining films like Annie Hall (see Mission,
July 7977 , p. 22).
Some of our guilt no doubt stems from the

*The code for classifying movies began in 1968 with
the letters ttc,t' ttM," "R,tt and '0X." The word ttrestricted" is generally taken to refer to the R-rated films, but as
it is uscd in this article it refers to both "GP" and "R"
films.
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Bible's warnings against evil. For example,

1

Thessalonians 5:22 says, "Abstain from all appearance of evil." If this passage and others similar to it
mean, though, that Christians can never knowingly
confront evil (on a screen or elsewhere), then one

wonders about the meaning of certain other passages. For example, Jesus told his disciples on one
occasion to be "wise as serpents and harmless as
doves" (Matt. 10:16).
One implication of this statement is that Christians ought to know as much about the world as
possible, even its meanness. It seems apparent that
the Bible's warnings against contact with evil were
never intended to limit the believers' freedom to
discover how other people live and think. This idea
is surely understood and accepted rather broadly
today. (Actually, one rarely finds people who acknowledge that they have been affected adversely
by anything they have seen or heard; rather, they
are afraid that others might be affected.)
Whv do Christians feel guilty, therefore, when
thev see an explicit but honest portraval of human
experience on the screen? Perhaps Crist's flippant
reference to Puritans has more truth in it than
Christian moviegoers would rcalize.
Stephen Gosson, a sixteenth-centurv English
Puritan, wrote a famons attack on the arts in which
he expressed the common feeling of his day. He
said: "Let us but shut uppe our eares to Poets,
Pvpers and Pla¡rers, pull our feete from resort to
Theaters, and . . . the greatest storme of abuse will
be overblowen . . ."(The Schoole of Abuse,7579).
To the Puritans, the arts were sllspect because of
their appeal to the sensual, to the fleshly appetite
for seeing and hearing.
The Puritans brought these attitudes with them
when they came to America. In his book Literature and Theology in Colonial New England,
Kenneth l\4urdock wrote, "The settlers of the
Massachusetts Bay found little room in their
scheme of things for the graphic arts, or for any art
which seemed only to please the senses" (p. 35).
Today, most Christians would say that the
Puritans' overweening attitudes toward the arts
were uìlreasonable; for they were largely the result
of fears and narrow, tyrannical beliefs that are seldom tolerated today. Nevertheless, one suspects
that vestrges oT those fears and beliefs remain, subIiminally suggesting to modern Christians that they
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should not enjoy the arts, especially a form so
powerful as the art of film. If this suspicion is correct, it is time that Christians liberated themselves
from the influence of guilt-riddled strictures inherited from their Puritan ancestors.
But there is another biblical source of guilt for
Christian moviegoers-the discussion of the responsibilitv of the strong to the "weak" in 1 Corinthians B. Christians dread being a bad influence
on others, and knowing that restricted movies are a
stumbling block to some, thev occasionally sldle
from a theater fearful of being recognized by another Christian who would be shocked by their
attendance at a particular movie.

There is no solution to this dilemma, at least not
one that everyone could agree on, but time frequentlv relieves a problem. Few Christians in the
world face the specific problem discussed in 1
Corinthians B, and future generations may consider
today's concern with the movies as naive as was
the Puritans' concern with fiction or the theater.
Until then, moviegoers may hope for an increased
awareness among Christians of the values of art,
especially the art of film.
But there will alwavs be those who say, "I do
not want to hear language or see things that offend
me." Certainlv those who go to the movies for
their entertainment value only are perfectly correct in their desire to avoid unpleasantness at the
movies. Let them tealize, however, that to those
who consider film an important art form because
it may distill and commnnicate experience better
than any other today, seeing a significant though
restricted movie like AII the President's Men becomes a necessity, almost a compelling force.

Entertainment rnav be the primary function of
art; but commenting accurately and boldly on the
human condition is another valuable function. Art
that only entertains eventually dies to be replaced
by the art of another time that entertains the current taste. The most obvious example of this is
popular music. Art that survives does more than
entertain. It speaks to people about their experieuce, giving it structure and meaning so they can
more effectively cope with it. Art tells oeople they
are not alone or strange by reminding them that
people of other times and other places have felt
and thought as they feel and think.
Great art is able to do this because it tells the
33

truth. Like art that only eutertaius, art that deceivcs or badly distorts the truth mav also soon

die. Defenders of the Bilrle point with pride to its
lroiresty, evcn rvhen its to¡ric is violence (the conquest of Cauaan), depravitv (Sodom), or humart
sexualil,y (Song of Solomon). T'he Bible does not
shelter its readers from the truth. Neither do great
films, or even the good ones. Thev have at their
core a verisimilitude that is the key factor in estabìishing their significance as works of film art.
Since it is closely allied to film, drama makes
the best analogy for illustrating this point about
value and truth in the arts. Century after centurv
the great Greek tragedies sttrvive because, as literary critic Ð. F. Watling said, they touch "the
deepest centtes of man's individual and corporate
consciousness" (in Sophocles the'I'heban Plays,
p. 8). The same is true of the works of Shakespeare
and scores of lesser kuown dramatists. And prirnarily for this reasolì-oll stage, film, television,
radio-Antigone, I'Iamlel, or even Death of a SaLesman mày be seeu or heard somewltere in the world
any r-right of the year. li'urthermore, because of tl-ie
prestige of drama, most of this theatrical activity
tahes place without the paralvzing specter of gttilt.
In one of his published sernlolrs, Ral,sell Barrett
Baxter capitalizes on the prestige of drama to

illustrate a point aboltt the im¡:ortance ofl one's
influence, I{e cites thtl failure of Willy Lc¡m¿rn in
the play Death of a Salesntan to be a lnoral example for his sol¡s.*'k Wili5z is ol'rlv a character iu a
plav, bttt l)r. Baxter kuows his experience is true
and powerfr-rl. Not all Christians would be comfortable watching Decùh of a Salesmøn, but Dr.
Baxter's audience accepts the illustration as an
important part of the sermon. There is no guilt
associated with a knowiedge of the play, either on
the part of the speaker or his audience.
Many restricted movies provide a similar kind
of entertainment and moving comment as that
found in l)eath of a Salesman. I.'or many Ohristians, however, guilt often nnnecessarily blurs the
effect. In time, perhaps, that guilt, like the guilt
the Puritans associated with the theater, may be
buried and largely forgotten like the Puritans
themselves. Christians who like the movies looh
forward to that day.
't"l'Batsell Barrett Baxter, "Families and Influence,"
Greal Preachers of' Today: Serntons ol' BaLsell Barretl
Iloxter, ed. J. D. Thotnas (Abilene, 'Iexas: Biblical Research Press, 1960), p. 218. 'I'he use of Dr. Baxter's
nar¡e should not be taken as an effort to linl< I)r. Baxter
wiÌ,h the thesis of this article.

The Good Shepånetrffi
KrEoTrys the Såneep
By

RtY \ /ll-l-BËRN

So you have l:ecomc a bishoP.

One r:f youi: elders, or the preacher, approached
you several weehs ago and asked if you were
available , wiìliirg to serve. A number of the Ì'esponsible rnembers of the congregation had suggested
yoLlr name as olle quaiified, one undel: whom they
woultl lihe to work. Yott .uvere lrleasecl and a bit
apprehensive, perhaps eveu frightened at the pros"
pect. Br-rt tiris step was consistent with your life
thus far. In a way, )'ou thottght it rnight come
somewhert: dowu the road.

lloy Willl¡ern is utt uLlorn,eJ, i¡t I'k¡ustt¡n and a fornrcr ekler
aL l.he SoLLl.ltwesl Ahttrch ol' Chrisl. l.here. Tltis article is
exce.rpLctl lrr¡nt his lorthcontittg boolt ott tlrc eldcrshi¡t'tCI
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You talhed it over rvith yonr u'ife. She rvas
¡:erl-raps more appreirensive than you were, mol:e
perce¡rtive of thc dcmands, the criticisms, the tensions of the challenge. But shc, believing in you,
encouraged you. And your childrcn r,vere willìng.
So yor-r agrced to acccpt. Yonr nalrre was placed
befor:r: the conp;regatic¡n ancl tl'ir: congregation was
wiiling. Now you are an elder ancì now these
cluestions ale real to you:

What is air eì.cler supposcd
elder sr"rp¡roscd tr¡ be?

to c1o'/

Wh¿r1,

is

an

At this point simple hor-resty requires a ¡rersonal
clisr:l¿rimer. I our:r:pied thr: positiolr of r:ìdcr l'oi:
twenty yoars. 'lhc following suggestions as to lvhat
a good she¡rhei:d is ¿lnd does have, in part, corre
out of that experience. '['hough the discussion
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will of

necessity include some references to expcryears, T am not suggesting 1,ha1, the
way Ì handle the job is the way any oue else should
handle it. On the contrary, my burning desire is to
help you avoid some of the mistakes and blunclers
into which I plunged so heedlessly.
As a matter of fact the standards and demands
ir:nc<-'s

of those

on the good shepherd may seem unattainably
high, impossible for mere rnortal to reach. I hope
so. Unless the assignment is approached with a
sense of personal inadequacy, and with a sense of
deep need for divine help, there is little hope for
success. This job you are undertahing will stretch
your understanding, expand your patience, increase
your humility, test your endurance, deepen your
capacity for human suffering and cause you joy
inexpressible-or else it will break your heart.
Approach it carefully with much prayer.
The good shepherd hnows the sheep, "he calls
his own sheep by name and leads them," "he goes
before them and the sheep follow him for they
know his voice." Jesus describes such characteristics of the good shepherd in John 10. 'Ihe first
quality noticed is that the shepherd hnows the
sheep, personally, and they hnow him.

T"

implications for the elder are simple and
obvious. It is difficult to serve as leader for members one doesn't know. So, a good shepherd will
personally know every sheep. He will greet them
when they place membership, when they are baptized. I{e will visit in their hornes. }Ie wlll invite
thern to his home. T'hey will share in fellowship.
I{e will review their personnel records, get them
assigned to appropriate tasks, encourage them
along the way, visit when they are sich, rejoice
when they rejoice-all this for 600 members on a
personal, one-to-one basis. The job is overwhelming. 'lhere arc not erlough hours in i,Ìre clay; frustration and futility set in before the tash is weìl
begr"rn.

Moses tried it for three million former slaves as
he led them through the wilderness towarcl the
promised land. Jethro, his father-inJaw, observed
his frusl,ration and suggesteld a ¡rlan (llxod. 18).

Jethro helped N4oses delegate his responsibilities.
And for the rnodcrn-day growing corlgregation in
an urban arca whcre there ìs movemcnt in and
movement ont, hnowing l,he llock requires organization and delegation.
'lhere ni-rst be i:ffective personrleìl anc.l visitation
programs. Direction and implementation will take
time and energy from the elder and from the churcll
st¿tff. It is nc-¡t the purposc of this discnssion t;o
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outline such procedures" I am suggesting that over
and above ancl more important than such planned
programs, there is a need for the shepherd to have
the personality that will l<now the sheep and be
hnown by the sheep in a much more personal and
perceptive way. 'lhis idea has to do with attitude
and inclination; it transcencls time and numbers
and ignores formality and organization.

am suggesting that there are times and circumstances when each Christian has a need to be
known, to be understood, to be reassured and to
be encouraged by a leader in his church. And I am
suggesting that the good shepherd should have the
personal capacity and willingness to know and be
known on such occasions.
In this crowded and busy world, people dash
madly to and fro pursuing their own thing. All of
us, for self-protection, build a shield, a shell, around
our inner being. And inside we live alone and
separate from those we need and from those who
might need us. Inside this shell we store our hopes,
our secret joys, our dearest treasures, reluctant to
bring them out lest some might scoff and cause
them to go away. Inside this shell we hug our
scars, our sense of guilt, our hnowledge of wrongs
that we have done. Inside, we bear the burden of
personal sin. Inside, i;he pressure builds. ln each
of us there is a need for some other to understand,
to know us as we really are. The good shepherd
should be one to whom we cân turn in such a need.
He should be available for counsel without judgment, for confidence without fear.

rr.t
T
lu ne able to thus l<now the sheep, the shepherd
must be willing to be known by the sheep. 'lhis
willingr-ress requires a selfless vulnerability. Unfortunately, most of us, when we become elders, get
the notion that now we must be perfect or at least
âppeil to be perfect. We must be exarlpìes of all
that is righteous and correcl; and proper" Ancl so
we build this irnage and double the barriers between
onrselves and others.

But the good shepherd is unselfcotrscious, has
no pretensions, is not afraid to be known as he

rcally is. tr-Ie can make a mistake and admit it. Ile
can voice his doubts, admit his fears, and ask for
help with his personal problerns. Buoyed by
stlength from the colfimon soLlrce, {,he good she¡lherd and the sheep, hnowing each other, can gro\4/
together. The good shepherd knows the sheep.

x't

" 'What pretty little dancing shoes!' " said the soldier and,
tapping them on the soles, he added,'Remember to stay on
Once she had begun, her feet
her feet for the dance' .
would not stop. lt was as if the shoes had taken command
of them . . . her will was not her own."
-"The Red Shoes," by Hans Christian Andersen

The

Redff*"ins Shoes
BY DAVID PARRISH

Why is it that doctrinal gaps often push even
Bible-believing Christians so far apart that they do
not recognize one another as brothers and sisters?
In much the same way that party platforms create
distinctions between ideologically similar political
groups, certain "articles of faith" become shibboleths which distinguish "us" from "them." The
specific issues vary; but among evangelicals, they
all seem to stem from some "peculiar" or "proper"
(depending upon your perspective) understanding
of a scriptural matter. It might be a dogmatically
held position on original sin, the relationship of
faith and works, predestination, "eternal security,"
Holy Spirit operation, or other modern or classical
biblical issues; but the net result is all too often a
self-imposed segregation of the "sound" from the
ttunsound."
An unfortunate feature and partial cause of such'.
schisms is the inability of some protagonists to see
one another as competent or honest seekers of the
truth. There is a disheartening tendency to belittle
either the intelligence or the integrity of someone
who fails or "refuses" to understand a "perfectly
obvious" scripture or series of scriptures. Thus,
biblical/doctrinal discussions can and often do lead
to the development of unchristian (unloving) atti-

tendency of some to settle for pure relativism:
"Everybody is right, and \rye're all going to heaven."
The most damaging and damning result of
dissimulation, however, is that, for many, disunity
"disproves" the truth of Christianity. And to the
extent that we are disunited they are probably
right. Christ said that unity of the believers is an
impetus for faith in nonbelievers (John l7:20-23).
If the world is full of atheism and agnosticism,
Christ indicated that some of the blame must fall
at the feet of a divided Christendom. And the division would seem to be caused by what the most
divisive elements hold to be sacrosanct-teachings
of the Bible.
However, tlr'e ultimat¿ cause of division among
otherwise closely related (doctrinally and historically) Christians may not be the Bible issues per se,
The arguments revolve around biblical doctrines to
be sure, but the real reason Christians hold to a
particular doctrine may be quite removed from the
actual scriptural truths. Rather, there seems to be
something about the nature of a person which
predisposes him or her to arrive at and hold so
tenaciously (and divisively) to a particular doctrinal

Dr. Dauid Parrish teaches in the Department of Agronomy
at Virginia Polytechníc Institute at Blachsburg.

viewpoint.
Theology aside for the moment, it is a truism
that all of our thoughts, decisions, actions, and
reactions relative to any situation or subject are
based upon our perception (intellectual under-
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tudes. And, at the other extreme, an equally dis'
tressing consequence of religious division is the
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standing) of it. It is likewise intuitively obvious
that our perception of everything is determined by
the perspectiue (physical or intellectual vantage
point) from which we view it. That perspective
may be correct or to some degree distorted.
(Optical illusions and many magical tricks are
based uporr distortion of physical perspective by
faulty visual cues, incongruous juxtapositions,
mirrors, etc.; but the mind and eye treat the
information as valid and real, and we perceive
things to be as they aren't.) In many philosophical
or intellectual areas, perspective may even be
lacking. (For instance, I have no intellectual basis
on which to evaluate the merits of federal deficit
spending.) It follows then that, if perspective is
absent or distorted, one's behavior may simply be
ignorant or perhaps logically "correct" but still
inappropriate.

ome other examples: What happens when
someone mistakes a stranger for an old friend or
fails to recognize an old friend who is exuberantly
hailing

him?

There is faulty perspectivè.

It

is

obvious what can happen if a child fails to recognize
the danger of pgison, matches, or electrical cords.
One does not knowingly seat a John Bircher next
to a draft evader at a dinner party. In the physical

or missing perspective can cause
confusion, embarrassment, or harm. In the philosophical realm, differing perspectives create confurealm, faulty

sion and discord.

An extension of the perspective/perception
concept is the understanding that our responses
and behavior are, ultimately, dictated more by
perspective than by perception. That is, perspective (a not-necessarily rational function) predisposes
intellect. Thus, when two persons have radically
different ideological perspectives, they will almost
inevitably find one another's perceptions and
actions to be "ignorant" or "dishonest." By a sort
of intellectual colorblindness, they will fail to see
(or can only see) a particular viewpoint, because
their philosophical vantage points have (unknowingly) precluded or predisposed them.
Even more distressing than their ability to predispose behavior and thought is the realization
that our sometimes distorted perspectives are
predetermined. Fot example, we do not consciously
or rationally select the nature of our self-esteem,
habits, musical and literary tastes, or many other
subjective values and qualities. Rather, they are
in a large measure imprinted or programmed into
us without our conscious knowledge. To some
degree or other, everyone "sees" (perceives) Iife
through a pair of mental or intellectual spectacles
(perspectives). The glasses may be "rose tinted,"
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produce tunnel vision, cause short sightedness, or
perhaps be as distorted and dimmed as an old
minor. (The similarity to 1 Cor. 13:12-"We see
in a mirror, dimly"- is more than coincidental.)
Each person is fitted with his or her personal
prescription by a subtle process which begins in
infancy and continues through adulthood. Parents,
preachers, teachers, advertisers, politicians, novelists, lobbyists, psychologists, contributors to
Mission, et al, are in the business of shaping and
reshaping attitudes and perspectives either to their
own advantage or the presumed advantage of the
recipient. Obviously, at least some of these are
motivated out of philanthropy, and their effect
may be desirable. But, whether on the individual
(e.g. child), group (consumer), or national (cultural
revolution) level, the intent and result is undeniably
the modification of attitudes (perspectives) and
ultimately behavior.
In short, our perspectives (the basis for our
intellectual perception of abstract and concrete
things) indirectly detêrmine our responses to many
things and are themselves largely predetermined.
So, in effect, much of our behavior and philosophy
is essentially programmed, i.e. we are often predisposed to act and think the way we do.
This concept will obviously go down hard
(hardly go down) for those trained (dare I say
"programmed"?) to think of (perceive) {nan as
the "rugged individualist" ot a "free moral agent."
However, the notion of predetermined and predisposing perspectives finds support in the currently
popular psychoanalytical tool of transactional analysis (for an understanding of which I recommend
Harris's I'm OK, You're OK\. The concept also
has, I think, an intuitively obvious ring of truth.
But most importantly, I believe it is taught in the
Scriptures themselves.

he Bible indicates that there are parts of
creation and our functional, emotional, spiritual
being which cause or predispose us to act or think
in particular ways. To describe them, we often use
biblical terms like "conscience," "evil spirit,"
"devil," "leading of the Spirit," "calling," etc.
In using such terminology, we explicitly or implìcitly indicate that there are certain facets of the
human creature which keep him from being the
fully autonomous being we sometimes wishfully
think him to be. There are influences both bad
(t'carnal,t' t'evilr" t'fleshly," "earthlyr" "unspiritual," "natural," and "devilish" are scriptural
modifiers) and good ("spiritual" or "heavenly")
which impinge on the lives of everyone.
Flip Wilsonts Geraldine says, "The Devil made
me buy this dress." But we all have ascribed---and
properly so in light of the Scriptures (e.g. Eph.
37
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4:27, James 4:7)-certain of our shortcomings to
outside influences, or at least influences foreign to
the new creature we are in Christ. Paul described
the conflict within man in various ways (Rom.
7:15-25; Gal. 5:17-24; Eph. 6:11-12), but the
clear implication is that, in conflicts with evil, the
natural or carnal man (1 Cor.2:!4-3:4) is doomed
to come off second best. This does not deny the
efficacy of prayer, the prornises of 1 Corinthians
10:13, nor man's "free moral agency." It is only
a restatement of scripturaÌ teachings on the regenerated man's dual nature, and carnal man's lower
nature. (See also James 4:1-8; 2 Pet. 2:72-20;
1 John 3:4-10; Jude 18-19.)
While evil may at times be incarnate in Satan
and his ministers, there is another way in which
man may be overcome or misguided by his own
carnal nature. I have already referred to this as a
predetermined and predisposing perspectiue-let's
call it PPP for short.
PPP in its most apparent form is simply called
prejudice. For reasons totally obscure or patently
illogical, we harbor feelings of superiority (or
inferiority) about people of a particular color,
nationality, age group, sex, socio-economic group,
etc. Or we may show partiality towards (oragainst)
persons with a particular hair length, style of dress,
musical taste, mode of worship, etc. Such attitudes
(PPPs) are ingrained or programmed in subtle and
not-so-subtle ways and are very difficult to break
out of. They are also very clearly labeled "works
of the flesh" (Gal. 5:20) and "sin" (James 2:9).
While such attitudes are present in minds ,which
belong to sons of God, they are definitely inimical
to the divine sonship (l John 3:9-10) and not part
of it.

can give you a personal example of PPP on a
slightly different level but with similar consequences. I am very uncomfortable with strangers
and other persons with whom I am only slightly
acquainted. I am even reluctant to speak to newcomers at church, not because I don't want them
to feel welcome, but because I don't know what
to say after I say "hello." I become rather flustered
and more or less freeze up. The discomfort is so
acute that I will even go to some pains to avoid
people on occasion.
After some thought, I have decided that there
may be some logical reason for such behavior. I
14
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was probably taught as a child to be wary of strangers. By subtle hints, direct or indirect commands,

or perhaps unhappy experiences (although I can
remember none of these influences) I presumably
learned to perceive strangers as threats and talking
to strangers as "bad." While such conditioning
unfortunately may have a rational basis in our
(occasionally) perverted society, it is counterproductive ("excess emotional baggage") for an adult.
Rational thought tells me that there is nothing in
new contacts that I cannot handle, but the same
programmed, childlike reticence still causes me to
be much less than comfortable.
PPPs are not limited to interpersonal relationships. They can flavor or even determine our
reactions to many of the situations, intellectual or
physical, that we encounter. They are "hang ups"
if you please, but much more subtle and pervasive
than that piece of the vernacular might suggest.

f, ."" grows up in a very stable (emotionally
and physically) environment where stress is placed
on continuity, doing things "the right way," "a
place for everything and everything in its place,"
etc., he might be reflexively uncomfortable in
novel situations. He might hold conservatively to
traditional views even as an adult. The emotional/
psychological burden of rejecting the standards
learned as a child may be so great that he becomes
radically reactionary to changes. Conversely, if
one \¡/ere raised on a diet of constant change,
upheaval, and re-evaluation (does that sound like
the 1960s and 70s?), he might be uncomfortable
with enforced stability and inflexibility. The
psychological strain of trying to fit into a system
with rigid norms and orthodoxy could be such that
the whole system might be rejected. The square
peg/round hole analogy is quite apt. The behavior
in either case (reactionary conservatism or active
heterodoxy) is not a course that is consciously
chosen. Rather, it is the path which a predetermined perspective would predispose the individual
to take.
Notice two features of this situation in which a
handed down philosophy may cause one to adhere
to a particular doctrinal view. The specific doctrine
espoused by the conservatively motivated person
might be considered "liberal" in some circum'
stances. For example, the move away fiom pacifism
and political noninvolvement among Churches of
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Christ mahes some old time "rnainliners" appoar
to be left wing on these issues.
Another interesting result of PPPs is that the
positions associated with conservatism or liberalism
ate reversed in different tsible-believing fellowships.
While too strong an orientation towards faith and
grace would be considered unorthodox or even
heretical in mzrny Churches of Chrisl,, teaching the
essentiality of baptism receives equal disapproval in
many denominational groups. In other words,
even the labels of "liber¿rl" and "conselative" are
applied in accordance with PPPs.

foregoing notwithstanding, I am not suggesting that we can only playback or regurgitate
our mental/philosophical "programs." If that were
so, Christianity would be a stricily patrilinearmatriline¿u succession; but it is quite possible for
an atheist to beget a Christian, Muslim, or atheist.
Unless there is something genetically or organically
\ /rong with our minds, we can each open the Bible
and develop an opinion which is entirely a product
of reason and/or the moving of the Iloly Spirit.
However, I think at times there is a quenching of
the l-Ioly Spirit by PPPs; i.e., the inevitable conflict
arising from the two natures within the twice-born
pelrson may limit the working of the Spirit" The
predisposing perspectives by which we are conformed to various things in this world can be overcome by reason and/or a miraculous, transforming
renewal of our minds (Rom. I2:2). (The superficial
similarity between religious convetsion and the
"flipping in" of successful transactional analysis
psychotheraP)' as clescribed in I'm OK, YotL're OK
is si;riking.) But too often the natural, worldly
perspectives which we bring to the baptistry seem
to rise back up with the new creature. Or they
colne baclç to "halurt" us, which rnay be the
message of the parable of the r:mpty house (Mat1,.
72:43-45)"
'lhe dual nature of the Christian and tire per-versions brought about by PPPs ¿ìre nowhere rrìore
eviclent than in the area of doctrinal cJisputes" 'I'he
discord, distrust, and dissension which ofLen m¿u"lr
inter- and intradenorninational discussiotrs of biblical issues l:etray an "carthly, unspiritual, devilish"
wisdom (Jarrres 3:15). It is ihis natural ("ezu'thly,
unspirituai") staie of man which Goci sets us above
when wr: ¿rye sanctified. Rut when we have been

K"
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regenerated, we are really a clual being-part spiritual and part carnal (Iìom. "l:I4-25). It is the
carnal part which creates dissension and discord
(Gal. 5:20), and discord can be (is being) generated
by Christia-ns who are doctrinally "right" just as
surely as by those who are or1 less sure scriptural
ground. The spirit of gentleness and reverence
which is to characterize our defense of the hope

in us (1 Pet. 3:15), is in no way contentious
(Gal. 5:22-24). It is the spirit of unity which

would cause the world to know that God sent his
Son (John L7:23). Let us pray for an outpouring
of that Spirit on all of us.
If all this PPP business be so, that each person is
dealt life from a partially stacked deck, that free
moral agency is tempered by unrecognized psychological hang-ups, that our decisions and actions are
to some degree programmed into us and beyond
volitional control, 1,hen it behooves each of us to
be very careful how we judge another's servant
(Rom. 1,4:4).
And that brings us bach to the original themedisunity within Christendom and the antagonism
which characterizes it. In the diaiogue between
persons of different doctrinal persuasions, there
often is a need for much more empathy and love.
However, the empathy which can only come by
walking a mile in the other man's shoes is ¿ll too
often missing because we are each strapped into
our own psychological seven league boots or red
dancing shoes.

A"

understanding or appreciation of the things
which shape our own lives as well as the lives of
others can have a liberating influence" It can free
us of a self-abusing and counterproductive mortification which destroys our ability to accept God's

love and gràce" It in no way can or should remove
the certain hnowledge clf onr guiit and uncleanness,
liut it can give us hope that the guilt and soutce of
uncleanness can be removed.
An appreciation of these things also allows us
to see others in an entirely different light--and
perhaps somewhat more in the eternal perspective
in which God sees us. Disagreements do not
arise simply because a brother or sister refuses to
unclerstand rny point (or vice versa). I{o (L) may
not lack tl're inteltigence to comprehend a point.
We perhaps believe as we clt-¡ because, Gocl lielp
Lls, we can do no other.
4r
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From the Back Pew

God Got 'em for That
By Dave Wimbish
I note with interest that Uganda's President ldi Amin
has announced
a

that the drought gripping England

is

"punishment" from God.

Here I didn't even know that ldi was a Christian,
but his statement seems to show that he has the same
philosophy of many of my brothers and sisters.
Now some people may be quick to say that ldi Amin
cannot be born again, simply because he likes to rape, kill.
torture, and plunder. But if the gocd tyrant says he is
a personal friend of the Father. then who are we to dispute
it? lf we analyze the man's beliefs further, we might
even find that he believes in the plenary inspiration of the
Scriptures-surely more than enough reason to extend
the right hand of fellowship his way.
Mr. Amin's attitude is close to that of my good friend
Harvey Hammerlock (former dean of the famous
Borger [Texas] Seminary, Barber College, and Karate
School). Old Hammerlock, in addition to being the founder
and f irst president of the John Elm Society, which was
named after the first Arr;erican ever to be possessed by an
evil spirit, has the gift of discerning punishment from God.
"Aha!" he will shriek, pointing an accusing finger at
a 90-year-old woman who has just slipped on an ¡cy street,
strewing two weeks' worth of clean laundry all over the
dirty pavement. "This is an obvious judgment f rom
God! Return to your f irst love and be spared!"
Whenever a tornado or a dust storm (neither of which is
all that uncommon in Borger) rips through the area,
Hammerlock is always among the f irst on the scene. "Repent and be spared further tribulationl" he will scream
as Red Cross workers pull victims f rom demolished
buildings. (As a matter of fact, there are more buildings
demolished by dust than by tornados in West Texas,
but that's beside the point. People who live in western
Texas have a great sense of the meaning of history. They
can sit in their living rooms and watch the dust of a
thousand years of history blow by. . .into their eyes, ears,
noses, and onto their food.)
Hammerlock is also a great one in hospitals. "Get up
and walk, you godless atheist," he will bellow at a
quadriplegic. "Your sirrs lrave íinaiiy cauglri up wii"lr youl"
he will holler. just as a centenarian gasps his last.
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ln short. every bad thing that happens to you is a
punishment from God.
Your car would not start this morning? You had better
get on your knees and beg the Lqrd for forgiveness.
Your children's teeth are full of cavities? This day judgment
has visited your household. Your favorite television show
has been canceled? You have not been spending enough time
in prayer. Your mother-in-law is coming to live with you?
You have apparently sinned so greatly that your very
salvation is in jeopardy.

Your favorite baseball team is in the last place? You
are a dunderhead. (That last comment is actually a
paraphrase of something once said by Leo Durocher
during a fund-raising spaghetti dinner on Shrove Tuesday
in Champagne, lll. lt has nothing whatsoever to do
with the rest of this brilliant piece, but I just realized that
I had'not yet mentioned baseball, and the World Series
is upon us.)
I ran into Hammerlock recently, just two days after an
earthquake destroyed the entire country of Upper
Spontoon.
"Wasn't that great about the earthquake?" he sang out.
"What do you mean, great?"
". . .that not a single Christian program was inter-

rupted."
"Harvey," I said, "there were 43,000 church buildings
completely destroyed ! "
"Ah, yes, the world is full of false prophets. Those
churches were probably hotbeds of modernism. Have you
never read the story of Nadab and Abihu?"

"But Harvey, missionaries report that many members
of their churches were killed!"
"Perhaps they had succumbed to temptation and
were playing cards when the earthquake hit."
"But there are thousands of homeless children!"
"Deuteronomy 5:9: . . .visiting the iniquity of the
fathers on the children. Say, Dave, you don't look

like you feel well. ls anything wrong?"
"No, Harvey, not at all. I thought I had a headache,
but i realize now it was just a minor touch of
religious ecstacy."
AUGUST, 1977

Crossroads: the Church
and the Question of Meaning
BY JOHN ARCENEAUX
The greatest problem presently facing the church
is its failure to understand this generation.
This failure has been accentuated by the church's
submersion into a sea of particulars. Everywhere
one looks nowadays there is a crisis! The problems

of this age have multiplied faster than the church's
ability to contend with them because it has left
itself without any real basis from which to address
the gospel to this generation. That is, it sees no
relationship or common ground among the issues
that have come to give character and definition to
this day and age.
Therefore the church's entire approach to the
recognition of problems and their solution has
been fragmented. It has not oriented itself in the
direction of seeking out a perspectiue on the
problems that no\ry confront and plague this
generation. Men and rvvomen have been sent out
into the world with degrees in Bible and Religion
without knowing how to relate their great learning
and insight to an age which has become more
desperate than ever in its search for meaning and
purpose. It is not that these people do not have
answers or solutions, but rather that they have
not understood the question or problem with
which the world is struggling. That question is
whether there is a rational answer to the question

of meaning.

The result of such misunderstanding has been
almost a total communication breakdown between
the church and the world. The gospel is not being
John Arceneaux is a philosophy of religíon student liuing
in Austin, Texas. He is a graduate of Eastern New Mexíco
Uniuersity and has studíed philosophy at the tJniuersity
of Chicago.
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heard because it is not being related to this central
question of this generation. And the church is
losing its biblical identity because it cannot serve
without knowing the need-it cannot assume the
incarnate body of Christ without understanding
and taking upon itself the problem of this age.

Already some leaders in the church have sensed

the communication gap as they did not a few
years ago-and this is a real gain. But the church as
a whole can no longer conceal from itself just how
critical the situation really is, particularly in terms
of evangelism. Unless the leadership is very careful

in waking the Christian consciousness in this hour
of crisis, a sad and often repeated mistake is going
to be made. The louder the shouting, the more
money is spent, the more people get involved, then
the greater the church and its intended audience
will be alienated from one another.

The church must take the patience and effort

to understand whence the world has come in the
past few years, and the seriousness of the problem

of meaning with which it is now struggìing.

Cer-

tainly the gospel of Jesus Christ must be presented
in the uncompromising terms of the unchangeable
biblical revelation. But in order for that great
message to have any relevance or meaning to the
ever-increasing complexities of living in the late
twentieth century, it must be directed toward the
fundamental underlying need of this generation.
The first step in understanding that need is the
recognition of why there has occurred a communication gap between the church and the world
in the first place. One reason is that the church
has been slow to realize that the world has undergone a profound change in the idea of "meaning"41
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a change so fundamental that it has affected people's entire outlook on life. It is not that such an
overwhelming change has gone altogether unr-roticed. The church does sense there is a problem
(particularly in terms of the anxiety and uncertainty rlow so prevalent in society), but it has little

or no

understanding of the change that has
precipitatecl such feelings. This is why much of
contemporary evangelical Christianity has completely lost touch with the world it seeks to reach.
Another contributing factor in the breach of
understanding has been the church's gross underestimation and often complete ignorance of the
influence philosophical thinking has had upon the
present generation. Evangelical Christianity has
Iong assumed it had nothing to learn from philosophers who were certainly less than sympathetic
with the Christian faith. The effect of this in
recent years has been almost total ignorance of
the challenges being made to the Christian religion.
The fact is that thinking about the meaning of
Iife has always exerted a profound impact upon
generations in every age. As a result, the way most
people think and behave is based upon a worLd
uiew they may not even be aware they hold.

This ought to be extremely significant for
Christians in this day and age (cf. 2 Cor. 13:5;
1 John 4:1). All knowledge and action (whether

political, economic, technological, psychological,
social, or even religious) finally rests upon what is
construed to be the meaning of life. Thus, if one
understands what philosophical questions are being
raised in any given age, he has the key to understanding that age. Therefore "As a man thinketh,
so is he" is really quite a truism.
There is a third factor in the church's failure to
communicate with this generation. The insensitivity to a major change which has tal<en place in the
world and the inability to appreciate basic questions which relate to the meaning of life have together affected the way in which the gospel has
been presented. Traditionally the church's understanding of the proclamation has in essence been
that "Jesus is the ar-ìswer"-or in other words
that tltis world view is better than all other world
views. Accordingly, the task of apologetics and
Christian evidences was to articulate why the
Christian view was superior to other conflicting
views. All of the emphasis was on the content of
belief because this reflected the way in which the
world understood questions relating to the meaning of life. The big issue was on the "what" of
belief, and it was upon this basis that the entire
program of evangelism was constructed.
But this issue, while still alive, has been largely
supplanted by an even greater challenge to Christianily. In rcccnt ycars lhc rvorlC has grorvn in
creasingly skeptical not only of the Christian claim
18
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to truth, but of any claim regarding the truth. It
is no longer a question of which world view yields
the most meaning to life. 'Ihe issue now is whether
life has any meaning at alMt is no longer a
problem of which answer is most reasonable, as it
is whether there are any answers.
While not entirely new, this skepticism has been
deposited by an unprecedented shift in our thinking about how we come to know truth. It is the
most significant development of the modern age
because it has deeply affected the way we feel
about ourselves, about the world around us, and
about God. The big question which troubles this
The world no longer asks which world
view yields the most meaning. The
issue now is whether life has any mean¡ng at all. lt is no longer a matter

of which answer is most reasonable, but
whether there are any answers.

generation is not a battle between conflicting
world views (although that struggle continues in
many areas). Instead it is a problem of how a
standard can be lznown from which a world view
car-r be judged to be right or wrong, good or bad,
true or false. At stake then is whether human
knowledge and morality is possible. It is a matter
of how to preserve and maintain rationality, and
it is the most urgent and painful need facing the
world in the late twentieth century.
To preach the gospel as the answer to human
problems when arlswers themselves are rapidly
falling into disrepute is to have missed the point
completely! And it is this problem that marks the
fundamental basis of the church's failure to understand the present generation. At best the current
evangelistic practice is to ask the world to accept
the gospel without any understanding or meaning.
In fact at titnes it would almost seem that uuderstanding is considered non-essential! The words of
Jesus are most appropriate here:
When any one hears the word of the kingdom
and does not understand it, the evil orle comes
and snatches away what is sown in his heart;
this is what was sown along the path. As for
what was sowrl on rocky ground, this is he who
hears the word and imrnediately receives it with
joy; yet he has no root in himself, but endures
for awhile, and when tribulation or persecution
alises on account of the word, immediateìy he
falls away (Matt. 13:19-21).
Certainly, now more than ever, the world
rìeqnprafclr-¡ nr.crìs f4 knorn¡ that "Jeslls is the answer." BLrt for that trr-rth to even be accessible to
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the môdern mind, the gospel proclamation is going
to have to reinstate the world's faith in answers by
showing horu Jesus is the answer. This means that
Christian apologetics and evangelism are going to
have to work much more closely than in the
past in meeting the needs of moderns with the
gospel. While retaining, and perhaps strengthening,
its traditional emphasis upon the content of the
proclamation, the church must extend its efforts
in communicating with the world to include some
awareness of how it is known that the Christian
world view is the correct view. Otherwise the ultimate and superior claim of the Bible will be rendered meaningless. Without such an account-

ability Christianity is left with two

negative

alternatives: (1) to deny altogether the existence
of the problem, as much evangelism already does
(while Christian scholarship ignores it); or (2)
to deny the relevance of the gospel to the problem,
which is ultimately to question the lordship of
Christ over the total person. The church cannot
avoid the issue without compromising the very
message it seeks to proclaim!
How then is modern evangelical Christianity to
approach the problem? By asking what it means to
know something by faith. Certainly it must be
gtanted that there is a potential pitfall in asking
this question, but it seems to be the only alternative left open if the Bible is to be retained as
authoritative in any way. What must be avoided is
the tragic separation made by medieval scholars
between reason and reuelation. Virtually all of
Christianity has yet to recover fully from the
devastating effects of this concept, which found its
basis in Greek philosophy and not in Scriptures.
The biblical claim is that to know anything at all
ís to know by faith (2 Cor.5:7; Heb. 11:1ff.).
If the church is to remain true to the biblical witness, it will seek a deeper understanding of its
faith by looking more toward the person of Jesus
Christ. Central to this consideration is the place
Jesus occupies in making identity (Matt. 1,6:25)
and meaning (Col. 1:17) possible. Clearly this is
going to involve a study of the biblical teaching
about faith as the vehicle of l<nowledge and as an
agent of assurance and verification. Implied is
the meaning of the Christian perception of the
world.
To meet this tremendous challenge the church
will most assuredly have to broaden its educational
horizons. How the church serves and ministers to
the needs of the world is finally determined
by what philosophical questions each generation
is asking. For this reason the most pressing need
of the church in the immediate future will be for
Christian philosophers-persons who not only are
thoroughly grounded in the commitment to the
Scriptures as the revealed word of God, but who
AUGUST. 1977

also have a compassiouate sensitivity to the whereabouts of the world.
To minister and serve presupposes a knowledge
and understanding of those who are to be served.
Accordingly, Christian education must augment its

curriculum

in Bible and theology to

include
of life
in the late twentieth century. This ought to be
especially true for those preparing themselves for
evangelistic work.
On the congregational level a much greater
emphasis rnust be placed not only upon Christian
evidences, but also upon the real issues that confront Christian faith in the present age. Already
there are those who are woefully ill-prepared to
deal with questions they themselves are asking
about their faith. If the gospel is to be meaningful
it must relate to the problems of every generation.
Otherwise the church's failure to understand the
world will result in a failure to understand its
own faith. When the church loses its sensitivity to
the issues that define and shape the present age,
courses relating

to the philosophical

issues

When the church loses its

sensitivity to the issues that
define and shape the present
age, it cannot tal<e upon
itself the incarnate struggle
of Gethsemane or Golgotha.

it cannot take upon itself the incarnate struggle
witnessed at Gethsemane or at Golgotha.

as

Increasingly, hiséorians are now viewing the
twentieth century as an unprecedented transition
in the history of the world which has brought new
and unforeseen dimensions to age old problems.
The number of great technological achievemeñts of
this century are indeed a tribute to the wonder and
glory of mankind. But with this advancement there
has come an equally significant and fearful chalIenge. It now appears the present age will determine once and for all the great question that generations before us have only speculated aboutwhether or not man can conquer himself. Certainly
the church should not be found sleeping through
such a critical ¡reriod. If the world is now at a
significant turning point, then how much more so
is the Lord's church truly at the crossroads of
history.

Look carefully then how you walk, not

as

unwise men but as wise, rnaking the most of the
time, because the days are evil. Therefore do
not be foolish, but understand what the will
of the Lord is (Eph. 5:15-17).
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What Lack We Yet? edited by J. D. Thomas
(Abilene, Texas: Biblical Research Press, 1-974),
3L9 pp. $7.95.

By Bobbie Lee
If

you were given a brief, one-shot

opportunity

to

state what the non-

instrumental Churches of Christ lack,
what would you say?

J. D. Thomas, chairman of Abilene

Christian University's Bible department, was inspired by the now de-

funct annual Preacher's Workshop to
edit a volume of brief essays which
provided forty-seven men the opportunity to "briefly state their views
on what the brotherhood lacks-what
they feel could be improved upon and
which would give great aid to the proEess of the Cause of Christ." Influ-

ential leaders were chosen from
"across the spectrum of brotherhood
thought." Thomas says that the contributors range from "very 'left' to
definite 'right.' "
Grouped into four major divisions,
the articles discuss problems of leader-

ship, doctrine, practice, and attitude.
The one exception is Landon Saunders' discussion categorized as "tri-

umph," in which he challenges the
church to regain her missionary vision.

While the nature of the volume required articles which would be tantalizingly brief the result is a collection
of essays which provides perceptive
insights into all the various differences
with which we are so richly blessed or
so miserably cursed.
This reviewer suggests, though, that

the volume will more effectively serve
its purpose for the reader if he analyzes each suggestion not according to
type but rather by a consideration of

its importance: central or peripheral,
serious or minor, fundamental or incidental. One's place in the spectrum
of brotherhood thought may be measured by the answer to this question:
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Reviewed by Jim Sims, a Ph.D. candidate at Baylor

Hollq

University, Waco, Texas.

Are we, as a religious movement, basically what God wants us to be; or, are
we following a fundamentally misdirected course, despite whatever
virtues we may possess?

No contributor to the volume

sug-

gests that the present-day Churches of
Christ are absolutely perfect examples

of what God wants

us to be. However,
H. A. (Buster) Dobbs is bold enough to
say that a few years back we were! We

are not told the precise date upon

which it occurued; but Buster does
say, "The restoration became an accomplished fact. There was nothing
more to restore," Glenn L, Wallace is
another who longs for the good old
days of some twenty or thirty or forty
years ago. He blames the "liberal move-

ment" of recent years for producing "a
theology with an ecumenical outlook"
and a "rebellion against biblical author-

ity."

He now believes that

For the first time

as a New Testa-

agnosticism and brazen unbelief in
our midst. A few years ago we could
indeed, as one among us said, "rake

out the

unbelievers

with a

fine

tooth comb." Norv, it would take a
modern cutting machine and a fast
haybaler

eousness, which

Fundamental differences are obvi-

ous when Osborne's article is compared with that of Thomas B. Warren.
The title of Warren's article serves also
as its summary: "lVe Show Our Faith
in and Lov
in and Love for Jesus Christ by Obeying His \{ord." Osborne suggests that

our preaching on obedience
us to the grace of God.

to bind them up in one

bundle. Our faith is under attack.

\{hat we lack,

according to tbis
perspective, is the intestinal fortitude

to get rid of the "left" wing of

the

movement.

To the contrary, however, Roy

F.

Osborne suggests that the "we-have-

arrived" syndrome is the essence of
sin-pride. "To feel that we have approached close enough to perfection
to be able to list the 'few' things which
we yet lack," Osborne says, "be-

has closed

The grace of God is not needed by
those who, through their obedience,
can raise their own level of righteousness. Grace is appropriated by

those who trust God to forgive
their mistakes, whether they be of
weakness of the flesh or lack of
understanding

...

ment people we have reol ahteism,

an

arrogance and self-rightI am sure the editor
of this volume never intended, but
which is certainly characteristic of
many of us."

speaks

in religious

If I believe

matters.

the grace of God is
only extended to those who correctly obey Him, I do not believe
in Eace at all.
Victor L. Hunter, former editor of
Míssíon, also affirms Osborne's understanding of Eace. He, too, sees non-

instrumental Churches

of

Christ

as

fundamentally. misguided. We mistakenly see ourselves as the "one true
people of God on earth today." We
should not, however, choose to become a "respectable, middle or upper
class, white, suburban denomination."

We should opt for "The Road Not
Taken," that of "a movement within
the universal church for the sake of
the church." We should freely acknowledge our common ground with
other Christian people and seek dialogue with them so that our distinctive

witness can influence

the

church
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universal.

A number of other voices also speak
from the "left" and the "right," but
most contributors seek a middle-ofthe-road stance. I\{ost have some reserve
about standing as critics; they openly
admit personal weaknesses and love for
the brethren. From this perspective
come a variety of helpful insights. For
example:
We who preach congregational autonomy the strongest sometimes

practice it the least.

-Reuel Lemmons
Now you can't tell me, brethren,
that we have emphasized this gospel. You can't tell me that we are
known for preaching Christ and
Him crucified. -Joe Cannon
in the Church of Christ
lack is the honesty to "de-essentialize" our beliefs and see if some

What we

iertiary doctrine has been elevated
to the front burner where it does

not belong. One has lost his sense
of doctrinal priority altogether, for
example, if he seriously thinks thai
the question of instrumental music

has the same weight as the Resurrection and AtonemeÏl,i.t

same conclusions. Thomas himself at-

r:iiÏ:"",

tempts to mediate by saying that we
have usually assumed the concept of

We lack consister.rt principles of
fellowship and disfellowshiP. We

biblical authority and that we need
only to prove it effectively to ourselves
and others, a task which he feels can

can differ strongly one with another
over such questions as the war issue,
and the divorce issue, and Yet not
make these a test of fellowshiP.
However, other issues that involve
no greater principles are made tests
of fellowship and certainly tests of
public leadership. -Furman Kearley

If the left, right, and center of the
brotherhood continuum represented in
this book are to get together in anY
meaningful fashion, some sort of consensus must be attained on how to use
the Bible properly. Those who fail to
see patterns and blueprints everywhere
in Scripture are accused of being rebellious against God. Our hermeneutic of
"command, example, and necessary
inference" is discounted by some as
naive and ahistorical. Raymond Kelcy
seems to suggest that if we all just

studied harder, we'd all arrive at the

be accomplished.

Thomas is wrong when he suggests

that, as a result of exchanges such

as

those at the Preacher's Workshops, the
various segments of our non-instru-

mental Church of Christ brotherhood
"are now able to communicate with
each other as brethren." While the volume reveals that a good many of our

leaders want to be peacemakers, it
shows also that our basic problem is
not merely a failure to communicate.
Indeed, the left and the right understand each other all too well. Our differences on such basics as grace-faith
over against obedience, and pattern
versus principle do not easily yield to
compromise or coalition. What Lacl¿
We Yet? does not efface our differences, but it does tell us something
about what they are.

The twentieth century American m¡nd is struggling not with life
after death but with life after birth. Their point of tension is not how
to be saved but, "Why live?" Suicide is logically becoming the only
ser¡ous philosophical quest¡on for the naturalistic American mind. Our
neighbors who cannot face this harsh conclusion, leaping at them from
their naturalistic assumpt¡ons, flee from reflection, from silence, and
from quiet leisure-the environment in which the religious sense of
wonder flourishes. Their habitat is the house of drugs, no¡se, incessant
work, promiscuity and machines of excessive speed and power' Rather
than with irrational rev¡valism or author¡tarian Calvinism, a contemporary audience is in tension with the despair of existentialism, the emptiness of hedonism, the impotence of humanism, the blindness of
scientism, and the terror of technology run wild'
The lesson from our history is clear. We need a Walter Scott, a
"golden oracle" for the twentieth century. A scholar, a master of
the English language, a percept¡ve and analytical thinker, an eloquent
and loving speal(er, an adventurer for God in the Spirit-for this we
must work and pray. Given the vision, the education, and the challenge, that oracle is reading this today.
-Stanley K. Mcl)aniel in'l'he Clhrislian Slartdard, copyrighi 1977, 'l'tre
St.andard Prrhlishing Co., (lincinnal.i, Ohio. Ilscd b1r pet'rnissiotr.
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least not in California). We are still
faced with the fact that people are
lost, and Jesus came to seek and save
them, and still desires their salvation.
So, my request is that you cease
finding fault with the soul winners and
offer something better. Maybe some
old lines from a different controversy
would apply here: Tyndale, after explaining his translation of Scripture,
said of those who found fault, that if
they "perceive in any places that I have
not attained the meaning of the Scripture . . . that they put their hands to
amend

it,

remembering that so is their

duty to do. For we have . . . received
gifts . . to edify." My desire is that
you find better ways to train and
equip rather than continuing to find
fauit with sincere men who at least are
trying to spread the Kingdom.
Change in Ecuador," etc.). "No

Yea, Wimbish!

The relatively recent change in
Míssion (as I see it) from a totally
prophetic paper to a more pastoral
one will probably be healthier for ihe
Church of Christ. However, since that
time I've been worried that Míssíon
was taking itself too seriously. I'm
glad to see Dave Wimbish's "From
the Back Pew." I thoroughly enjoyed
the June issue which reminded me of
my experiences in the Church of
Christ. When I read the article, I had
the feeling of talking to an old friend
about a common experience in the
True Church. Keep it up!
Phil Lavender
United Methodist Church
Landrum, South Carolina

Boo, Wimbish!
The positive emphasis and increased

amount

of Bible study articles in

Mission are appreciated by this reader.
But I'm writing about an exception to
this great trend-"No Christians in
New Jersey" by Dave Wimbish.
No social redeeming value. No theological redeeming value. No redeem-

ing value. Outside of the well-placed
remarks about our misdirected and
misinformed "exodus" movements of
the 60s, there seems to be no point at
all to the article except his expounding
the doctrine of sour grapes.
Such negativism does

It

noi build up.

either tears down or reinforces un-

desirable attitudes. So many other articles challenge and inspire ("Save Our
Savior," "The Church and Social
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Randy Mayeux
Long Beach, California

Chris-

tians in New Jersey" does neither.
Most offensive was the pseudonym

given to the antagonist, John Albert
Crayon-an obvious play on the name
of one of the most dedicated and serious-minded Christians in the Church of

Christ, and the brother who introduced me to Jesus as Lord.

Truman Spring, Jr.
Irving, Texas

Prospects Bright!

I sit here in Springhill watching
the world go to hell. Without radio,
television, magazines and the newspapers I would just watch Springhill
go to hell.

Israel has decided not to give the
Palestinians back one hectare of land.

Offer Something Better
The pope of Rome continues to
I read with interest your account of stay totally immersed in pubic hair
the "Soul Winners" workshops, but affairs-celibacy, divorce, abortion,
the article disturbed me greatly. Quot- birth control, autoeroticism, homos,
ing the article, "Admittedly, churches ladypriests....
The lVorld Congress of Fundamencaught up in the workshops are doing
has just confirmed that morals
talists
something. That can be better than
and
ethics
are now being effectively
nothing; but . . ." At least you admitted some good. My complaint can be
summed up by that old cliche "I like
the way they are doing it better than

flushed out of the universe.
The U. S. congress has largely become one vast social disease, to-

easy

tally immuned to the traditional
injections of political penicillin

people to Christ.

people's outrage!

the way we are not doing it." It is
to find fault-it is tough to lead
True, not everyone has the gift of

being an evangelist. But everyone is to
proclaim the excellencies of Him (L
Pet. 2:9). For a magazine named
Missíon to downgrade one view of
mission while not offering a better
approach is inadequate. If your pur-

pose

is "to

provide

a

vehicle for

communicating the meaning of God's

to our contemporary world,"
this article failed to achieve that

Word

purpose.

My problem is personal-theologi-

I am a "Mission"
not a legalist, etc.
cally

type; "open,t'

The chauvinist-blacks in Africa
want one man one vote . most of
their women are already barefooted
and pregnant.

Jimmy Carter's universal human
rights campaign is noble beyond words
. . . four billion euphoric people without any responsibilities!

Leonid Brezhnev has renounced
world conquest for the time being . . .
he wants the Big Dipper, Little Dipper, Jupiter and Mars first!

All in all, the future prospects of
humanity have never been brighter!

most

Daniel K. Speer

"open" churches are not growing (at

Springhill, Louisiana

But
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trRÕSS
CTJRR€N
Ilis wife had just left hirn, and he felt drained
of all spiritual and emotiotrai strength. I-Ie turned,
as so many, to the local preaching minister.
"What I needed," he rccalleci angrilv, "was someone who could simply hear me ollt with some
human warmth and ttttderstanding." What he received was a list of scriptr"tres on thc evils of divoïce.
What had happened to the minister since he first

of it? According to
psychologist Robert R. Carlçhuff, he may well
have been the victim of his profcssiotlal training.
I{is early, instinctual, sensitivity to humau needs
may have been buried ttnder a batch of impr:rsonally
applied Bible verses whose i:elevauce was itnpc'rceptible to the sufferer.
Carkhuff'studied not only ministers Ìlttl, others
in tire helping pt:ofessious-psychologists themselves, other connselors, teachers, doctors, and social worhers. FIe rated them, as well as a samplitrg
of the generai populatiou, on their capacity to
rerlate to people wiI,h empatlnt, respect, gertuirte'
ness, concreteness (ability to see the problem in
specific, not general, tetms), and sell'-expksratirttt
(willingness to show persoilal vr"tlnerability to simi-

felt impelled to

malce a career

lar problerns)"
On a scale of 1 (low)

to 5 (liigh), the

general
College students

population rated L-ietweetr 1 and 2.
maìoring in the hel¡ring professir:us rated only a
littlc higher-still below 2. Rul, most ciistressing of
all is the ratiirg on "empathy" registered by studer-rts prttting the finishing touclrers on thelit: training
AUG USI", 1 977

A PERI!- OF
PROFESSIÛNAI-ISM

in gradtrate school: they actually declined. That
fact and others prompted Carkhuff to conclude
darkly that most helping professionals never again
achieve the level of therapeutic functioniug they
had when they entered graduate school.

ln an antì-clei:gy, anti-ìntellectual fellowship,
that kind of revelation could easily but mistahenly
be seized on to suggest that church leaders should
have less training. A more responsible reaction is to
insist that those who presume to train our professionals treat such information as seriously as a
revelation from heaven. I{ealers catrnot serve by
hnowledge alone. Particularly in graduate schools
of reìigron shor"tld we reject approaches to education
that blur the fact that ministry is for people. 'I'he
Minister par excellence, tlte Wot:d, becatne flesh for
flesh-and-blood persous. Their needs inciude information, much as a rnedical patient tnay need to know
more abor-rt nutritiotr or exercise; and this is no call
for slipshod academics. Bttt when hrtman warmth
is buried'-either by the ìiberals under a tlouud of
biblical criticism, or by ti-re conservatives under
a heap of Bibles--it is time to raise the old lìestoration war-whoop against the clergy system.
Clrrist dicl not die for the categorir:s of Kani,, Lhe
statistics of social psychologisl,s, or the baptismal
record books of the evangelist. Airy training
l,hal, substitr"rtes these sytnllols for persons is a ¡rcr'version oli religious professiotralism.
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Catholic, Pentecostal, and Seventh-day
Adventist spokespersons have rebuked an Anglican Church of Canada
report recommending mercy deaths for newborn infants with severe
brain damage. The Anglican report was circulated aË the churchrs
General Synod in Calgary. It holds that |tour senses and emotions
lead us into the grave mistake of treating human-looking shapes as
if they were human although they l-ack the least vestige of human behavíor and intellect. In fact, the only way to Ëreat such defective
infants humanel-y is noË Ëo t,reaË them as human.tt Those protesting
the statement said that the reporL was franti-ChrisËian.tt

PRO-DBATH REPORT REBUKED--Roman

of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) has endorsed expLoratory talks about union with Ëhe
1.8 míllion-member United Church of Christ. The two bodies and their
predecessors have had interrnitËent merger discussions sÍnce L9L2.

DISCIPLES TALK IJNITY--The General Board

I{AMED--Dr. Kenneth S. Kantzer, 60, dean and vice-president of
Trinity Bvangelical Divinity School in Deerfield, I11., has been
named ner^r editor of ÇþIistíaniËy lodav. Former editor of the evangelical fortnightly pl,lblication iFarold Lindsel-l, who is retiring.
The magaziners main editorial of fices have been moved from l.Iashington, D.C., Ëo Carol Stream, Illinois, after overcoming some staff
proËests that the move r^/as abandoning an urban center in need of

NEI^I EDITOR

evangelical influence.

SPLIT 0N IMERI{ATIOI\ÏAL RILATIONS--Method.ísËs in Taiwan have
broken relations with the United Methodist Churchrs Board of GlobalConcerns because of the boardrs call for the U. S. to sever relations
with Taiwan and to recognize the Peoplers Republic of china. Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shekrs death i¡ L975 removed a sËrong link in
Lhe former bond between U. S. and Chinese Methodists. Since then
many U. S. Methodist leaders have urged the nation to follow Ëhe U.N.rs
policy, which ousted Taiwan in favor of the Peoplers Republic in I97L.
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